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Abstract. Sparse neural networks are effective approaches to reduce
the resource requirements for the deployment of deep neural networks.
Recently, the concept of adaptive sparse connectivity, has emerged to
allow training sparse neural networks from scratch by optimizing the
sparse structure during training. However, comparing different sparse
topologies and determining how sparse topologies evolve during train-
ing, especially for the situation in which the sparse structure optimiza-
tion is involved, remain as challenging open questions. This comparison
becomes increasingly complex as the number of possible topological com-
parisons increases exponentially with the size of networks. In this work,
we introduce an approach to understand and compare sparse neural net-
work topologies from the perspective of graph theory. We first propose
Neural Network Sparse Topology Distance (NNSTD) to measure the
distance between different sparse neural networks. Further, we demon-
strate that sparse neural networks can outperform over-parameterized
models in terms of performance, even without any further structure op-
timization. To the end, we also show that adaptive sparse connectivity
can always unveil a plenitude of sparse sub-networks with very different
topologies which outperform the dense model, by quantifying and com-
paring their topological evolutionary processes. The latter findings com-
plement the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis by showing that there is a much
more efficient and robust way to find “winning tickets”. Altogether, our
results start enabling a better theoretical understanding of sparse neural
networks, and demonstrate the utility of using graph theory to analyze
them.
Keywords: sparse neural networks · neural network sparse topology
distance · adaptive sparse connectivity · graph edit distance
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1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have led to promising breakthroughs in various applica-
tions. While the performance of deep neural networks improving, the size of these
usually over-parameterized models has been tremendously increasing. The train-
ing and deploying cost of the state-of-art models, especially pre-trained models
like BERT [4], is very large.
Sparse neural networks are an effective approach to address these challenges.
Discovering a small sparse and well-performing sub-network of a dense network
can significantly reduce the parameters count (e.g. memory efficiency), along
with the floating-point operations. Over the past decade, many works have been
proposed to obtain sparse neural networks, including but not limited to mag-
nitude pruning [10,9], Bayesian statistics [27,22], l0 and l1 regularization [23],
reinforcement learning [19]. Given a pre-trained model, these methods can effi-
ciently discover a sparse sub-network with competitive performance. While some
works aim to provide analysis of sparse neural networks [6,34,7,21], they mainly
focus on how to empirically improve training performance or to what extent
the initialization and the final sparse structure contribute to the performance.
Sparsity (the proportion of neural network weights that are zero-valued) inducing
techniques essentially uncover the optimal sparse topologies (sub-networks) that,
once initialized in a right way, can reach a similar predictive performance with
dense networks as shown by the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [6]. Such sub-networks
are named “winning lottery tickets” and can be obtained from pre-trained dense
models, which makes them inefficient during the training phase.
Recently, many works have emerged to achieve both, training efficiency and
inference efficiency, based on adaptive sparse connectivity [26,28,20,3,5]. Such
networks are initialized with a sparse topology and can maintain a fixed sparsity
level throughout training. Instead of only optimizing model parameters - weight
values (continuous optimization problem), in this case, the sparse topology is
also optimized (combinatorial optimization problem) during training according
to some criteria in order to fit the data distribution. In [5], it is shown that such
metaheuristics approaches always lead to very-well performing sparse topologies,
even if they are based on a random process, without the need of a pre-trained
model and a lucky initialization as done in [6]. While it has been shown em-
pirically that both approaches, i.e. winning lottery tickets and adaptive sparse
connectivity, find very well-performing sparse topologies, we are generally lacking
their understanding. Questions such as: How different are these well-performing
sparse topologies?, Can very different sparse topologies lead to the same perfor-
mance?, Are there many local sparse topological optima which can offer sufficient
performance (similar in a way with the local optima of the weights continuous
optimization problem)?, are still unanswered.
In this paper, we are studying these questions in order to start enabling a
better theoretical understanding of sparse neural networks and to unveil high
gain future research directions. Concretely, our contributions are:
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– We propose the first metric which can measure the distance between two
sparse neural networks topologies5, and we name it Neural Network Sparse
Topology Distance (NNSTD). For this, we treat the sparse network as a large
neural graph. In NNTSD, we take inspiration from graph theory and Graph
Edit Distance (GED) [31] which cannot be applied directly due to the fact
that two different neural graphs may represent very similar networks since
hidden neurons are interchangeable [18].
– Using NNSTD, we demonstrate that there exist many very different well-
performing sparse topologies which can achieve the same performance.
– In addition, with the help of our proposed distance metric, we confirm and
complement the findings from [5] by being able to quantify how different are
the sparse and, at the same time, similarly performing topologies obtained
with adaptive sparse connectivity. This implicitly implies that there exist
many local well-performing sparse topological optima.
2 Related Work
2.1 Sparse Neural Networks
Sparse Neural Networks for Inference Efficiency. Since being proposed,
the motivation of sparse neural networks is to reduce the cost associated with
the deployment of deep neural networks (inference efficiency) and to gain better
generalization [1,11,16]. Up to now, a variety of methods have been proposed
to obtain inference efficiency by compressing a dense network to a sparse one.
Out of them, pruning is certainly the most effective one. A method which it-
eratively alternates pruning and retraining was introduced by Han et al. [10].
This method can reduce the number of connections of AlexNet and VGG-16 on
ImageNet by 9× to 13× without loss of accuracy. Further, Narang et al. [29]
applied pruning to recurrent neural networks while getting rid of the retraining
process. At the same time, it is shown in [35] that, with the same number of
parameters, the pruned models (large-sparse) have better generalization ability
than the small-dense models. A grow-and-prune (GP) training was proposed
in [2]. The network growth phase slightly improves the performance. While un-
structured sparse neural networks achieve better performance, it is difficult to be
applied into parallel processors, since the limited support for sparse operations.
Compared with fine-grained pruning, coarse-grained (filter/channel) pruning is
more desirable to the practical application as it is more amenable for hardware
acceleration [12,13].
Sparse Neural Networks for Training Efficiency Recently, more and more
works attempt to get memory and computational efficiency for the training
phase. This can be naturally achieved by training sparse neural networks di-
rectly. However, while training them with a fixed sparse topology can lead to
5 Our code is available at
https://github.com/Shiweiliuiiiiiii/Sparse_Topology_Distance
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good performance [25], it is hard to find an optimal sparse topology to fit the data
distribution before training. This problems was addressed by introducing the
adaptive sparse connectivity concept through its first instantiation, the Sparse
Evolutionary Training (SET) algorithm [24,26]. SET is a straightforward strat-
egy that starts from random sparse networks and can achieve good performance
based on magnitude weights pruning and regrowing after each training epoch.
Further, Dynamic Sparse Reparameterization (DSR) [28] introduced across-layer
weights redistribution to allocate more weights to the layer that contributes more
to the loss decrease. By utilizing the momentum information to guide the weights
regrowth and across-layer redistribution, Sparse Momentum [3] can improve the
classification accuracy for various models. However, the performance improve-
ment is at the cost of updating and storing the momentum of every individual
weight of the model. Very recently, instead of using the momentum, The Rigged
Lottery [5] grows the zero-weights with the highest magnitude gradients to elim-
inate the extra floating point operations required by Sparse Momentum. Liu et
al. [20] trained intrinsically sparse recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that can
achieve usually better performance than dense models. Lee et al [17] introduced
single-shot network pruning (SNIP) that can discover a sparse network before
training based on a connection sensitivity criterion. Trained in the standard way,
the sparse pruned network can have good performance. Instead of using connec-
tion sensitivity, GraSP [32] prunes connections whose removal causes the least
decrease in the gradient norm, resulting in better performance than SNIP in the
extreme sparsity situation.
Interpretation and Analysis of Sparse Neural Networks Some works are
aiming to interpret and analyze sparse neural networks. Frankle & Carbin [6]
proposed the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis and shown that the dense structure con-
tains sparse sub-networks that are able to reach the same accuracy when they
are trained with the same initialization. Zhou et al. [34] further claimed that the
sign of the “lucky” initialization is the key to guarantee the good performance of
”winning lottery tickets”. Liu et al. [21] reevaluated the value of network pruning
techniques. They showed that training a small pruned model from scratch can
reach the same or even better performance than conventional network pruning
and for small pruned models, the pruned architecture itself is more crucial to
the learned weights. Moreover, magnitude pruning [35] can achieve better per-
formance than l0 regularization [23] and variational dropout [27] in terms of
large-scale tasks [7].
2.2 Sparse Evolutionary Training
Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET) [26] is an effective algorithm that allows
training sparse neural networks from scratch with a fixed number of parame-
ters. Instead of starting from a highly over-parameterized dense network, the
network topology is initialized as a sparse Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph [8], a graph where
each edge is chosen randomly with a fixed probability, independently from ev-
ery other edge. Given that the random initialization may not always guarantee
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good performance, adaptive sparse connectivity is utilized to optimize the sparse
topology during training. Concretely, a fraction ζ of the connections with the
smallest magnitude are pruned and an equal number of novel connections are
re-grown after each training epoch. This adaptive sparse connectivity (pruning-
and-regrowing) technique is capable of guaranteeing a constant sparsity level
during the whole learning process and also improving the generalization ability.
More precisely, at the beginning of the training, the connection (W kij) between
neuron hk−1j and h
k
i exists with the probability:
p(W kij) = min(
(nk + nk−1)
nknk−1
, 1) (1)
where nk, nk−1 are the number of neurons of layer hk and hk−1, respectively;
 is a parameter determining the sparsity level. The smaller  is, the more
sparse the network is. By doing this, the sparsity level of layer k is given
by 1 − (nk+nk−1)
nknk−1 . The connections between the two layers are collected in
a sparse weight matrix Wk ∈ Rnk−1×nk . Compared with fully-connected lay-
ers whose number of connections is nknk−1 , the SET sparse layers only have
nW = ‖Wk‖0 = (nk + nk−1) connections which can significantly alleviate the
pressure of the expensive memory footprint. Among all possible adaptive sparse
connectivity techniques, in this paper, we make use of SET due to two reasons:
(1) its natural simplicity and computational efficiency, and (2) the fact that the
re-grown process of new connections is purely random favoring in this way an
unbiased study of the evolved sparse topologies.
3 Neural Network Sparse Topology Distance
In this section, we introduce our proposed method, NNSTD, to measure the
topological distance between two sparse neural networks. The sparse topology
locution used in this paper refers to the graph underlying a sparsely connected
neural network in which each neuron represents a vertex in this graph and each
existing connection (weight) represents an edge in the graph. Existing metrics
to measure the distance between two graphs are not always applicable to arti-
ficial neural network topologies. The main difficulty is that two different graph
topologies may represent similar neural networks since hidden neurons are in-
terchangeable. All graph similarity metrics consider either labeled or unlabeled
nodes to compute the similarity. With neural networks, input and output lay-
ers are labeled (each of their neurons corresponds to a concrete data feature or
class, respectively), whereas hidden layers are unlabelled. In particular, we take
multilayer perceptron networks (MLP) as the default.
The inspiration comes from Graph Edit Distance (GED) [31], a well-known
graph distance metric. Considering two graphs g1 and g2, it measures the mini-
mum cost required to transform g1 into a graph isomorphic to g2. Formally the
graph edit distance is calculated as follows.
GED(g1, g2) = min
p∈P (g1,g2)
c(p) (2)
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Fig. 1: NNSTD metric illustration.
where p represents a sequence of transformation from g1 into a graph isomorphic
to g2, and c represents the total cost of such transformation. P represents all
possible transformations. This large panel of possibilities makes computing the
GED a NP-hard problem when a subset of the nodes in the graphs are unlabeled
(e.g. hidden neurons are interchangeable).
Algorithm 1: Neural Network Sparse Topology Distance
Function NED(G1, G2):
return |(G1\G2)∪(G2\G1)||(G1\G2)∪(G2\G1)∪(G1∩G2)| ;
Function CompareLayers(L1, L2):
NNSTDmatrix;
for neuron n1 in L1 do
for neuron n2 in L2 do
G1 = input neurons set of(n1);
G2 = input neurons set of(n2);
NNSTDmatrix[(n1, n2)] = NED(G1, G2);
end
end
neuron assignment, normalized cost = solve(NNSTDmatrix);
return neuron assignment, normalized cost/size( L2);
Function CompareNetworks(N1, N2):
neuron assignment = Identity;
costs = 0;
for layer l in [1, L] do
neuron assignment, normalized cost = CompareLayers(N1[l],N2[l]);
reorder(N2[l], neuron assignment);
costs+ = normalized cost;
end
return costs/L;
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The proposed NNSTD metric is presented in Algorithm 1 and discussed next.
A graphical example is also provided in Figure 1. As an example, two neural
networks (N1, N2) are considered. For each hidden neuron n, a tree graph is
constructed based on all direct inputs to this neuron, and these input neurons
are collected in a set g. Per layer, for all possible pairs of neurons between
the two networks, the Normalized Edit Distance (NED) is calculated between
their input neurons, as defined in the second line of Algorithm 1. NED takes
the value 1 if the two compared neurons have no input neurons in common,
and 0 if they have the exact same neurons as input. To reduce the complexity
of the search space, we take a greedy approach, and for any current layer we
consider that the neurons of the previous layer are labeled (as they have been
matched already by the proposed distance metric when the previous layer was
under scrutiny), and that adding or deleting inputs have the same cost. For
instance, for the neurons compared in Figure 1, one input neuron is shared out
of two different inputs considered, thus the distance between them is NED(N1 :
H1, N2 : H1) = 0.5. The NNSTD matrix is solved using the Hungarian method
to find the neuron (credit) assignment problem which minimizes the total cost,
presented in underlined Figure 1. The aggregated costs divided by the size of
L2 gives the distance between the first layer of N1 and N2. To compare the
next layer using the same method, the current layer must be fixed. Therefore
the assignment solving the NNSTD matrix is saved to reorder the first layer of
N2. To the end, an NNSTD value of 0 between two sparse layers (or two sparse
networks) shows that the two layers are exactly the same, while a value of 1
(maximum possible) shows that the two layers are completely different.
4 Experimental Results
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed NNSTD metric and
the sparse neural network properties on two datasets, Fashion-MNIST [33] and
CIFAR-10 [15], in a step-wise fashion. We begin in Section 4.2 by showing that
sparse neural networks can match the performance of the fully-connected coun-
terpart, even without topology optimization. Next, in Section 4.3 we first validate
NNSTD and then we apply it to show that adaptive sparse connectivity can find
many well-performing very different sub-networks. Finally, we verify that adap-
tive sparse connectivity indeed optimizes the sparse topology during training in
Section 4.4.
4.1 Experimental Setup
For the sake of simplicity, the models we use are MLPs with SReLU activation
function [14] as it has been shown to provide better performance for SET-MLP
[26]. For both datasets, we use 20% of the training data as the validation set
and the test accuracy is computed with the model that achieves the highest
validation accuracy during training.
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For Fashion-MNIST, we choose a three-layer MLP as our basic model, con-
taining 784 hidden neurons in each layer. We set the batch size to 128. The
optimizer is stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with Nesterov momentum. We
train these sparse models for 200 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01, Nesterov
momentum of 0.9. And the weight decay is 1e-6.
The network used for CIFAR-10 consists of two hidden layers with 1000
hidden neurons. We use standard data augmentations (horizontal flip, random
rotate, and random crop with reflective padding). We set the batch size to 128.
We train the sparse models for 1000 epochs using a learning rate of 0.01, stochas-
tic gradient descent with Nesterov momentum of α = 0.9. And we use a weight
decay of 1e-6.
4.2 The Performance of Sparse Neural Networks
We first verify that random initialized sparse neural networks are able to reach
a competitive performance with the dense networks, even without any further
topology optimization.
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(a) Test accuracy with three-layer
MLPs on Fashion-MNIST.
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Fig. 2: Test accuracy of MLPs with various density levels. SET-MLP refers to
the networks trained with adaptive sparse connectivity associated with SET.
Fix-MLP refers to the networks trained without sparse topology optimization.
The dashed lines represent the dense MLPs. Note that each line is the average
of 8 trials and the standard deviation is very small.
For Fashion-MNIST, we train a group of sparse networks with density levels
(1−sparsity) in the space {0.1%, 0.6%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 5%, 6%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
50%}. For each density level, we initialize two sparse networks with two differ-
ent random seeds as root networks. For each root network, we generate a new
network by randomly changing 1% connections. We perform this generating op-
eration 3 times to have 4 networks in total including the root network for each
random seed. Every new network is generated from the previous generation.
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Thus, the number of networks for each density level is 8 and the total number of
sparse networks of Fashion-MNIST is 96. We train these sparse networks with-
out any sparse topology optimization for 200 epochs, named as Fix-MLP. To
evaluate the effectiveness of sparse connectivity optimization, we also train the
same networks with sparse connectivity optimization proposed in SET [26] for
200 epochs, named as SET-MLP. The hyper-parameter of SET, pruning rate, is
set to be 0.2. Besides this, we choose two fully-connected MLPs as the baseline.
The experimental results are given in Figure 2a. We can see that, as long as
the density level is bigger than 20%, both Fix-MLP and SET-MLP can reach
a similar accuracy with the dense MLP. While decreasing the density level de-
creases the performance of sparse networks gradually, sparse MLPs still reach
the dense accuracy with only 0.6% parameters. Compared with Fix-MLP, the
networks trained with SET are able to achieve slightly better performance.
For CIFAR-10, we train two-layer MLPs with various density levels located
in the range {0.1%, 0.7%, 5%, 8%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%}. We use the same
strategy with Fashion-MNIST to generate 72 networks in total, 8 for each density
level. All networks are trained with and without adaptive sparse connectivity for
900 epochs. The two-layer dense MLP is chosen as the baseline.
The results are illustrated in Figure 2b. We can observe that Fix-MLP con-
sistently reaches the performance of the fully-connected counterpart when the
percentage of parameters is larger than 20%. It is more surprising that SET-
MLP can significantly improve the accuracy with the help of adaptive sparse
connectivity. With only 5% parameters, SET-MLP can outperform the dense
counterpart.
4.3 Topological Distance between Sparse Neural Networks
Evaluation of Neural Network Sparse Topology Distance. In this part,
we evaluate our proposed NNSTD metric by measuring the initial topological
distance between three-layer MLPs on Fashion-MNIST before training. We first
measure the topology distance between networks with the same density. We ini-
tialize one sparse network with a density level of 0.6%. Then, we generate 9
networks by iteratively changing 1% of the connections from the previous gener-
ation step. By doing this, the density of these networks is the same, whereas the
topologies vary a bit. Therefore, we expect that the topological distance of each
generation from the root network should increase gradually as the generation
adds up, but still to have a small upper bound. The distance measured by our
method is illustrated in Figure 3a. We can see that the result is consistently
in line with our hypothesis. Starting with the value close to zero, the distance
increases as the topological difference adds up, but the maximum distance is still
very small, around 0.2.
Further, we also evaluate NNSTD on sparse networks with different density
levels. We use the same 96 sparse and two dense networks generated in Section
4.2. Their performance is given in Figure 2a. Concretely, for each density level,
we choose 8 networks generated by two different random seeds. For each density
level in the plot, the first four networks are generated with one random seed and
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of the proposed NNSTD metric. (a) refers to the sparse topol-
ogy distance among 10 networks generated by randomly changing 1% connec-
tions with the same density level of 0.6%. wi(i = 1, 2, ..., 9) represents these
gradually changed networks. (b) represents the sparse topology distance among
networks generated with different density levels.
the latter four networks are generated with another one. We hypothesize that
distance among the networks with the same density should be different from
the networks with different density. The distance among networks with different
density can be very large, since the density varies over a large range, from 0.1% to
100%. Furthermore, the topological distance increases as the density difference
increases, since more cost is required to match the difference between the number
of connections. We show the initial topology distance in Figure 3b. We can see
that the distance among different density levels can be much larger than among
the ones with the same density, up to 1. The more similar the density levels are,
the more similar the topologies are. As expected, the distance between networks
with the same density generated with different random seeds is very big. This
makes sense as initialized with different random seeds, two sparse connectivities
between two layers can be totally different. We only plot the distance of the first
layer, as all layers are initialized in the same way.
Evolutionary Optimization Process Visualization. Herein, we visualize
the evolutionary optimization process of the sparse topology learned by adaptive
sparse connectivity associated with SET on Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR-10.
First, we want to study that, initialized with very similar structures, how the
topologies of these networks change when they are optimized by adaptive sparse
connectivity. We choose the same 10 networks generated for Fashion-MNIST in
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Fig. 4: Topological distance dynamics of 10 networks optimized by adaptive
sparse connectivity with three-layer SET-MLP on Fashion-MNIST. The initial
networks (epoch 0) have the same density level, with a tiny percentage (1%)
of topological difference with each other. wi(i = 1, 2, ..., 9) represents different
networks.
Figure 3a and train them with SET for 200 epochs. All the hyper-parameters
are the same as in Section 4.2. We apply NNSTD to measure the pairwise topo-
logical distance among these 10 networks at the 10th, the 30th, the 100th and the
190th epoch. It can be observed in Figure 4 that, while initialized similarly, the
topological distance between networks gradually increases from 0 to 0.6. This
means that similar initial topologies gradually evolve to very different topologies
while training with adaptive sparse connectivity. It is worth noting that while
these networks end up with very different topologies, they achieve very similar
test accuracy, as shown in Table 1. This phenomenon shows that there are many
sparse topologies obtained by adaptive sparse connectivity that can achieve good
performance. This result can be treated as the complement of Lottery Ticket Hy-
pothesis, which claims that, with “lucky” initialization, there are subnetworks
yielding an equal or even better test accuracy than the original network. We
empirically demonstrate that many sub-networks having good performance can
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Table 1: The test accuracy of networks used for the evolutionary optimization
process of adaptive sparse connectivity in Section 4.3, in percentage.
W0 W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9
Fashion-MNIST 87.48 87.53 87.41 87.54 88.01 87.58 87.34 87.70 87.77 88.02
CIFAR-10 65.46 65.62 65.26 65.46 65.00 65.57 65.61 64.92 64.86 65.58
be found by adaptive sparse connectivity, even without the “lucky” initializa-
tion. Besides, Figure 5 depicts the comparison between the initial and the final
topological distance among the 96 networks used in Figure 2a. We can see that
the distance among different networks also increases after the training process
in varying degrees.
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Fig. 5: Heatmap representing the topological distance between the first layer of
the 96 three-layers SET-MLP networks on Fashion-MNIST.
Second, we conduct a controlled experiment to study the evolutionary trajec-
tory of networks with very different topologies. We train 10 two-layer SET-MLPs
on CIFAR-10 for 900 epochs. All the hyperparameters of these 10 networks are
the same except for random seeds. The density level that we choose for this
experiment is 0.7%. With this setup, all the networks have very different topolo-
gies even with the same density level. The topologies are optimized by adaptive
sparse connectivity (prune-and-regrow strategy) during training with a pruning
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rate of 20% and the weights are optimized by momentum SGD with a learning
rate of 0.01.
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Fig. 6: Heatmap representing the topological distance between the first layer of
the two-layer SET-MLP networks on CIFAR-10. (a) refers to distance before
training. (b) refers to distance after training. (c) represents the topological dis-
tance evolution during training for the first network. si(i = 1, 2, ..., 9) represents
different networks.
The distance between different networks before training is very big as they
are generated with different random seeds (Figure 6a), while the expectation is
that these networks will end up after the training process also with very different
topologies. This is clearly reflected in Figure 6b.
We are also interested in how the topology evolves within one network trained
with SET. Are the difference between the final topology and the original topol-
ogy big or small? To answer this question, we visualize the optimization process
of the sparse topology during training within one network. We save the topolo-
gies obtained every 100 epochs and we use the proposed method to compare
them with each other. The result is illustrated in Figure 6c. We can see that
the topological distance gradually increases from 0 to a big value, around 0.8.
This means that, initialized with a random sparse topology, the network evolves
towards a totally different topology during training.
In all cases, after training, the topologies end up with very different sparse
configurations, while at the same time all of them have very similar perfor-
mance as shown in Table 1. We highlight that this phenomenon is in line with
Fashion-MNIST, which confirms our observation that there is a plenitude of
sparse topologies obtained by adaptive sparse connectivity which achieve very
good performance.
4.4 Combinatorial Optimization of Sparse Neural Networks
Although the sparse networks with fixed topology are able to reach similar per-
formance with dense models, randomly initialized sparse networks can not al-
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Fig. 7: Average test accuracy convergence of the SET network (yellow) and the
average test accuracy of the retrained networks: starting from SET weights values
(brown) and starting from random weights values (vivid cyan). Each line is the
average of 10 trials.
ways guarantee good performance, especially when the sparsity is very high as
shown in Figure 2. One effective way to optimize the sparse topology is adap-
tive sparse connectivity, a technique based on connection pruning followed by
connection regrowing, which has shown good performance in the previous works
[26,28,3,5]. Essentially, the learning process of the above-mentioned techniques
based on adaptive sparse connectivity is a combinatorial optimization problem
(model parameters and sparse topologies). The good performance achieved by
these techniques can not be solely achieved by the sparse topologies, nor by their
initialization [28].
Here, we want to further analyze if the topologies optimized by adaptive
sparse connectivity contribute to better test accuracy or not. We hypothesize
that, the test accuracy of the optimized topologies should continuously be im-
proving until they converge. To test our hypothesis, we first initialize 10 two-layer
MLPs with an extremely low density level (0.5%) under different random seeds
and then train them using SET with a pruning rate of 0.2 for 900 epochs on
CIFAR-10. We save the sparse networks per 100 epochs and retrain these net-
works for another 1000 epochs with randomly re-initialized weights. Besides this,
to sanity check the effectiveness of the combinatorial optimization, we also re-
train the saved networks for 1000 epochs starting from the learned weights by
SET.
Figure 7 plots the learning curves of SET and the averaged test accuracy
of the retrained networks. We can observe that, the test accuracy of random
initialized networks consistently increases as the training epoch increases. This
behavior highlights the fact that the adaptive sparse connectivity indeed helps
the sparse topology to evolve towards an optimal one. Besides this, it seems that
the topology learns faster at the beginning. However, the retrained networks
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which start from random initialized weights no longer match the performance
of SET after about 400 epochs, which indicates that both, the weight optimiza-
tion and the topology optimization, are crucial to the performance of sparse
neural networks. Compared with random re-initialization, training further with
the original weights is able to significantly improve the performance. This phe-
nomenon provides a good indication on the behavior of sparse neural networks.
It may also pinpoint directions for future research on sparse neural connectivity
optimization, which, however, is out of the scope of this paper.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose the first method which can compare different sparse
neural network topologies, namely NNSTD, based on graph theory. Using this
method, we obtain novel insights into sparse neural networks by visualizing the
topological optimization process of Sparse Evolutionary Training (SET). We
demonstrate that random initialized sparse neural networks can be a good choice
to substitute over-parameterized dense networks when there are no particularly
high requirements for accuracy. Additionally, we show that there are many low-
dimensional structures (sparse neural networks) that always achieve very good
accuracy (better than dense networks) and adaptive sparse connectivity is an
effective technique to find them.
In the light of these new insights, we suggest that, instead of exploring all
resources to train over-parameterized models, intrinsically sparse networks with
topological optimizers can be an alternative approach, as our results demonstrate
that randomly initialized sparse neural networks with adaptive sparse connectiv-
ity offer benefits not just in terms of computational and memory costs, but also
in terms of the principal performance criteria for neural networks, e.g. accuracy
for classification tasks.
In the future, we intend to investigate larger datasets, like Imagenet [30],
while considering also other types of sparse neural networks and other techniques
to train sparse networks from scratch. We intend to invest more in developing
hardware-friendly methods to induce sparsity.
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